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01. Shadowsong
02. Hawkeyrie

03. Plain in Freedom
04. Ice Keep
05. Karash

06. Plain in Chaos
07. Dun Mora

08. Plain in Oblivion
09. The Mine
10. Unending
11. Forever

12. Seven Castles
13. Plain in Shadows

14. Fireforge
15. Eternal

16. Dragh Lur
17. Evermore

18. Plain in Desolation
19. Credits
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20. Shadowsong Instrumental
21. Uram Gor

22. Shal
23. Magnet Stones

24. The Crystal Fields
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THQ Nordic
Franchise:
SpellForce
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OS: Windows XP SP 3/Windows VISTA SP 2/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 (32 or 64bit)
Processor: AMD/Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card with shader model 3.0
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 9 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
Additional Notes: Nvidia GeForce 8800 / AMD Radeon HD 3870 or better. Other cards may work, but are not explicitly
supported.
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Guns of Infinity is a great game for everyone who is even vagely interested in an early 19. century-like fantasy interactive novel.
It offers complex characters as well as lots of decisions, which often verge on a moral grey-area and leave you wondering, how
you could possible justify them not only before others, but also yourself. It is also admirable, that the dev team made sure, that
your choices in the first title, which I can also recommend fullheartedly, interlock so well with the successor. That is why
everything the protegonist does or lets happend feels like it really matters. Many AAA-RGP developers, who seldom offer
anything more than the illusion of differnt outcomes could learn something from Hosted Games.

To conclude, this game definity deserves your time and money. It is almost a shame, that the developer team charges so little for
it.. This was back when Ubisoft knew how to make games.
Personally it was one of my fav games on the entire saga, i the only reason i m buying it, is because i never played the season
pass content. I must say i am really suprised. I remember playing this game on release, and there were tons of side quests to do,
and with the season pass? even more.

I m glad ubisoft made this remastered, is good to play a game where collectibles were not useless, where making every quest
would give you the feeling of achieving something. I would not call this a remastered, smart move by ubisoft, this is no more
than a reshade, could do that myself, but well, it looks good. The lighting have been improved, some mechanics like aiming with
a bow or pistol, UI has been improved. I think faces are a bit worse, but nothing of special.

I appreciate Ubisoft for releasing it with season pass and liberation included, never thought 9.99 would give me so much
pleasure. I loved Connor and i still love it. Replaying the homestead missions and naval ones is amazing. Never understood the
hate for AS III in 2012, and i still don't. This game is awesome, and it is still awesome. Ubisoft did choose a smart setting, the
American Revolution. Ubisoft used to know how to make makes, and this is the proof. Chests with weapons and outfits,
collectibles with rewarding items behind it, side activities with impact in the world, and the same brutal combat, with the
amazing Tomahawk and the amazing connor outfit, that for me, are both the best in the saga.

For me is one of the best assassins creed games ever made, recommend everyone the Remastered Edition, (on sale) would not
pay 40\u20ac for it, not worth it, because the improvements are very few compared to the first game.

Good to finally be able to play a game about templars and assassins, with 60 fps, not like this trash Odyssey that is fantasy
fiction instead of historical fiction, this is assassins creed my friends, not a final fantasy with assassins creed on the name.. I love
this game, its style like old times, humor, characters, gameplay, music, I have no real complaints. I bought it on offer, but I think
the game is worth its original price (if not more). I like this type of games and I hope they publish more like these on Steam.

PS: Sachiro Best Pet :3. Solid and fun so far. Seems to have a nice amount of variety for so early in EA. Give it a shot...I already
had a hilarious OMG RUN!! moment.. Toki Tori is a cute little puzzle game. It's suitable for kids and puzzle fans, and not so
suitable for platforming enthusiasts.

I got the game on sale for $0.43 and can't complain about the purchase. Not sure I'll be playing through all the levels, though..
How can a game this bad be that laggy? Even with the lowest settings!

The achievements aren't even worth it and I'm glad I got this while it was on sale for 39p rather than the real price which is
much too far.. This is a fun little action-roguelike. It's great for a quick run, but also has that addictive "one more try" factor.
There's good variety in the environments and random loot. Seems well balanced. The music is great, but a few more tracks
would be nice. A controller is definitely the best way to play this. Thumbs up!. this is a very addictive arcade style zombie
shooter! I made a 1.5 minute video review of the game here! https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=F0DK28A-Pk0. NEVER
EVER BUY THIS PIECE OF SHET, BULLSHET, THE WORST GAME OF THE SERIES
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Does not include any gear or cosmetics able to used by your OC.. It works well at what it portrays. Teleport around, shoot stuff.
I would have liked a little more direction as to where to go and some variety of enemies and weapons but the shoot from cover
is pretty cool.. Siento mucho tener que decir "Pollice verso" pero es que el juego con lo chulo y lo bonito que est\u00e1, no
puedo apenas jugarlo. Sin duda los controles no le hacen para nada justicia y no puedo m\u00e1s que no recomendarlo, por lo
menos, hasta que hagan una actualizaci\u00f3n para un mejor control.. tombraider in a western setting. unfortunately its just not
fun. too repetitive , not enough variety . level design is poor (hard to know some times where your suppose to be going) .. One
of my favorite pages is 23 1920.png
They are crying in the cinema!
It reminds me that I watched "Interstellar" with two friends in 2014, the happiest day of my life in those years.
I remember how we cried in the cinema.
The three of them are so cute!. EA Pre MP patch update Review:

The game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. You \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing get pitted into a empty facility, that
eary feeling of being alone in fallout sets in fast. You get attacked by \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing slithers from that crazy
movie and if thats not enough there are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing spiders on acid and crazy bums rushing you. You have to
survive making this a fallout survival game better than those zombie survival garbage games. You might die from a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing fridge blowing up in your face or getting gang banged by 2 bears in an alley. Buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 And stfu. Pig.

PS. Perfect sots the pit rogue port fps for 10 bucks for 2 days worth it.. Tried playing online with buddies.
The online hub was horrid.
Game constantly lags oh.. an did i mention the whole game freezes beyond saving if the host dies?
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